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In the present times, we are witnessing a serious global financial crisis and economic meltdown which started with the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers (USA). The stock markets across the world are witnessing a severe fall and the Indian stock market is no exception. The domestic stock market has been extremely volatile during the last few months leading to growing concern about wealth erosion. On the insurance front, the ULIP, which has been the torch bearer in terms of business and customer attraction for the last few years, is at the receiving end which is obviously because of its huge exposure to equity market when compared with the conventional business. This paper focuses on the growth of the ULIP business in the country together with some comparisons amongst the insurers operating in the country and also the prospects of ULIP business in the Indian insurance industry.

The paper is structured into following sections:

- Brief Introduction About the Unit Linked Product
- Growth of Unit Linked Business in India (Overall & New Business)
- Unit Linked Single Premium Business
- Surrenders
- Lapses
- Investment
- Mathematical Reserve
- Guarantees
- Road Ahead

For the above purpose, data of 18 companies was considered which was later divided into 3 groups. In most of the places, the data refers to individual business.

Brief Introduction About the Unit Linked Product: A unit linked product is typically a combination of risk cover and an investment where the policyholder bears the investment risk. The unit linked policy has provided an alternative to the conventional policies to both insurer who are finding it increasingly difficult to meet the guaranteed benefits on their traditional policies and the policyholder who is in pursuit of higher real returns. The dynamics of the capital market have a direct bearing on the performance of the Ulips.

Key Advantages to the insurer and the policyholder:

Policyholder
- Transparency and flexibility
- Direct participation in the asset management
- Expected higher return than a conventional policy apart from life cover

Insurer
- Shift of investment risk to the policyholder
Less Capital Absorbance (Less Solvency Capital) And Hence Very Capital Efficient

**Growth Of Unit Linked Business In India:** India Has Seen A Tremendous Growth On The Unit Linked Front Over The Recent Years. The Growth Has Been Fuelled By The Booming Stock Markets & Lower Interest Rates. Before The Introduction Of The Unit Linked Product, The Prospects/Policyholders Who Are Interested In Investing In Stock Markets Either Had To Purchase The Stocks On Their Own In The Primary/Secondary Or Invest In Mutual Funds. With The Introduction Of The Unit Linked Product, The Prospect Has An Option To Invest In The Stock Market Via Purchase Of A Unit Linked Life Insurance Policy In Addition To The Life Insurance Cover. A Unit Linked Policy Scores Over Mutual Fund Via Tax Advantages And Life Cover (Now Sips Can Offer Life Cover As Per Recent SEBI Guidelines). Also, As Per The Recent SEBI Guidelines Exits Under Closed Ended Schemes Are Not Permitted.

The Graphs Below Shows Group-Wise Comparison Of Unit Linked And Non-Linked Products And Their Contribution To The Total Premium In The Year 2008..

It Is Also Interesting To Note That Even Though Group-1 & 2 Have Almost Same Number Of Linked Products, The Contribution Of Group 1(83.82%) Is Much Higher Than The Contribution Of Group 2(12.02%) To The Total Linked Premium.

As Per The Graph Below, Group 1 Which Has 16.2% Linked & 23.1% Non-Linked Of The Total Products Contribute 38.64% & 52.54% Respectively To The Total Premium Which Sums To 91.18% Of The Total Premium.

It Is Also Observed That Linked Business Is A Major Contributor To The Total Premium For Most(15) Of The Companies.
Group-wise contribution of L/NL as a % of the total products to the Total Premium

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Linked</th>
<th>Non-Linked</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group 1</td>
<td>16.20%</td>
<td>38.64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 2</td>
<td>15.14%</td>
<td>5.54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 3</td>
<td>10.89%</td>
<td>1.92%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Growth Of Unit Linked Business In India

The Next Few Pages Discuss About The Overall Growth Including The New Business Growth Of The Unit-Linked Business In India And A Comparison Is Made With Non-Linked Business Wherever Relevant.

Overall Growth

Policy-Wise

The Unit-Linked Business, In Respect Of The Industry As A Whole, Which Was 4% (96% For Non-Linked) Of The Total Policies In The Year 2006 Grew To 21.76% (Non-Linked Fell To 78.24%) In The Year 2008. The Graph Below Shows How The Unit Linked Policies Progressed Policy Wise (Year On Year) Across Groups. As Can Be Seen From The Graph, Group 1 Is A Major Contributor To The Total Number Policies In Both Linked & Non-Linked Business. However, Group 1’s Share In The Of Total Linked Policies Increased In The Year 2006-07 But Has Decreased Marginally In The Year 2007-08 While Group’s 2 & 3 Has Shown The Reverse Trend.

It Is Important To Note That Groups 1 & 2 Have Minimum Exposure To Non-Linked Business On The Policy Count And Almost The Total Business Comes From Group 1.

It Is Also Observed That Linked Business Is A Major Contributor To The Total Policies For Most(13) Of The Companies In The Year 2008.
The Unit-Linked Business, In Respect Of The Industry As A Whole, Which Was 7.1% (92.9% For Non-Linked) Of The Total SA In The Year 2006 Grew To 28.68% (Non-Linked Fell To 71.32%) In The Year 2008. **The Graph Below** Shows How The Unit Linked Business Progressed SA Wise (Year On Year) Across Groups. As Can Be Seen From The Graph, Group 1 Is A Major Contributor To The Total SA In Both Linked & Non-Linked Business.

The Share Of Group 1 Which Was 60.09% Of The Total Linked SA In The Year 2006 Grew To 72.83% In The Year 2008 While The Shares Of Groups 1 & 2 Which Were 32.35% & 7.56% Fell To 19.65% & 7.53% Respectively.

It Is Also Observed That Linked Business Is A Major Contributor To The Total SA For Most (14) Of The Companies In The Year 2008.
**Premium - Wise**

The Unit-Linked Business, In Respect Of The Industry As A Whole, Which Was 20.36% (79.34% For Non-Linked) Of The Total Premium In The Year 2006 Grew To 46.1% (Non-Linked Fell To 53.9%) In The Year 2008. **The Graph Below** Shows How The Unit Linked Business Progressed Premium Wise (Year On Year) Across Groups. As Can Be Seen From The Graph, Group 1 Is A Major Contributor To The Total Premium In Both Linked & Non-Linked Business.

The Share Of Group 1 Which Was 84.91% Of The Total Linked Premium In The Year 2006 Fell Marginally To 83.82% In The Year 2008 While The Shares Of Groups 1 & 2 Which Were 11.52% & 3.57% Grew To 12.02% & 4.16% Respectively.

It Is Also Observed That Linked Business Is A Major Contributor To The Total Premium For Most (15) Of The Companies In The Year 2008.
**New-Business Growth:**

The Graphs Below Shows The New Business Progression Of The Unit Linked Business Across The Groups On All The 3 Counts.

**Policy-Wise**

As Per The Above Graph, The Shares Of Group 1 & 3 Which Were 84.73% & 2.97% Of The Total New Linked Policies In The Year 2006 Grew To 88.05% & 3.16% In The Year 2008 While The Share Of Groups 2 Which Were 12.3% Fell To 8.79%.

It Is Also Observed That Linked Business Is A Major Contributor To The Total New Premium For Most(16) Of The Companies In The Year 2008.

**SA-Wise**
As Per The Above Graph, The Shares Of Group 1 & 3 Which Were 63.66% & 10.31% Of The Total New Linked Policies In The Year 2006 Grew To 69.08% & 10.4% In The Year 2008 While The Share Of Groups 2 Which Was 26.03% Fell To 20.53%. The Same Trend Is Observed Policy-Wise Also.

It Is Also Observed That Linked Business Is A Major Contributor To The Total New SA For Most(15) Of The Companies In The Year 2008.

**Premium-Wise**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Group 1</th>
<th>Group 2</th>
<th>Group 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2005-06</td>
<td>86.12%</td>
<td>9.89%</td>
<td>4.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006-07</td>
<td>95.81%</td>
<td>2.98%</td>
<td>1.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007-08</td>
<td>89.22%</td>
<td>7.56%</td>
<td>3.23%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As Per The Above Graph, The Share Of Group 1 Which Were 86.12% Of The Total New Linked Policies In The Year 2006 Fell To 85.47% In The Year 2008 While The Shares Of Groups 2 & 3 Which Were 9.89% & 4% Grew To 10.35% & 4.18%.

It Is Also Observed That Linked Business Is A Major Contributor To The Total New SA For Most(17) Of The Companies In The Year 2008.

The Graph Below Shows The New Business Progression On The Premium Count For The Entire Industry Both For Linked & Non-Linked Business. As Can Be Seen From The Graph, The Linked Premium Income Which Was 50.41% As % Of The Total New Business Premium In The Year 2006 Grew To 86.23% By The Year 2008 Indicating The Growing Popularity Of The Unit Linked Business In The Country. At The Same Time, The % Of Non-Linked Total New Premium Declined Year On Year.
Group-Wise Of Linked And Non-Linked Portfolio On All The 3 Counts (Over All)

The Graphs Below Shows The Portfolio Of Linked & Non-Linked Business On All The 3 Counts Across The Groups And For The Industry As Well.

Portfolio (Policy-Wise): As Per The Graph Below, Group 1 Has 80:20 (Non-Linked To Linked) Portfolio, Groups 2 & 3 Almost Have A Similar Portfolio Of 35:65 With The Industry As A Whole Having A Portfolio Of 78:22.

Amongst The Companies, If We Assume 85% As The Benchmark For Linked/Non-Linked Business On Policy Count, 4 Companies Have Exceeded The Benchmark On The Linked Count And 1 On Non-Linked Count.
**Portfolio (SA-Wise)** - As per the graph below, Group 1 has 77:24 (Non-Linked To Linked) Portfolio, Groups 2 & 3 almost have a similar portfolio of 30:70 with the industry as a whole having a portfolio of 71:29.

Amongst the companies, if we assume 85% as the benchmark for linked/non-linked business on SA count, 4 companies have exceeded the benchmark on the linked count and 2 on the non-linked count.

---

**Portfolio (Premium-wise)** - As per the graph below, Group 1 has 58:42 (Non-Linked To Linked) Portfolio, Groups 2 has a 15:85 & Group 3 has a portfolio of 17:83 with the industry as a whole having a portfolio of 54:46.

Amongst the companies, if we assume 85% as the benchmark for linked/non-linked business on SA count, 9 companies have exceeded the benchmark on the linked count and 2 on the non-linked count.
Critical Areas:

Unit Linked Single Premium Business

As Can Be Seen From The Graphs, The Unit Linked New Single Premium Shares A Decisive Portion Both In Terms Of Number Of Policies And Premium Amount, Which Also Boosted The Unit Linked Sales In India. This May Be Because That The Investors May Be Viewing The Unit Linked Policy As A More Of Investment Than A Protection Product. As Much As 42% Of The Total New Linked Premium In The Year 2008 Has Come From The Single Premium Mode. At The Same Time, We Have To Note That The Above Policies Are Particularly Sensitive And Also Perhaps Correlated With The Movements In The Stock Markets. The Graph Below Between Sensex/Nifty Vs ULIP Sales Which Shows A Positive Correlation Of Around 1 Supports Our Above Argument. The Indian Stock Market Has Witnessed A Fall Of More Than 50% During The Last 3 Months. Just As The Investors May Want To Book Profits In A Booming Stock Market, They May As Well Want To Limit Their Losses When Markets Decline. This May Also Be The Case With The Unit Linked Single Premium Business With Huge Exposure To Stock Markets Business As The Policyholders May Also Surrender Their Policies To Limit The Losses Or If They Are In Urgent Financial Need, Which In Turn May Effect The New Business As Well. This Is Clearly Evident From The Fact That The Single Premium Unit Linked Business (On The Premium Count) Has Already Shown A Negative Growth Of 17% As At Sep'08 When Compared With The Last Year's Business. The Traditional Business Scores Here As There May Not Be A Wealth Erosion As Is With A Unit Linked Policy (Perhaps May Effect The Bonus Under A Participating Policy) In Case Of Falling Stock Markets.
Surrenders:

It is also important to understand the tendency/behaviour of the policyholder to surrender a ULIP policy in case of booming stock markets as well. The graph below compares across the groups, the percentage of linked/non-linked surrenders as percentage of total linked/non-linked surrenders. As can be seen from the graph, Group 1 takes the major share in the total surrenders for both years.

The graph below shows the linked surrenders as a% of the total surrenders in a year. The linked surrenders which were around 45% of the total surrenders in the year grew to 49% in the year 2008. It is also important to note that the linked premium constitutes 46.1% of the total premium as at 2008.
Amongst The Companies, In Case Of 15 Companies, Linked Surrenders Takes The Major Portion Of The Total Surrenders And 3 Vice-Varsa.

The Graph Below Compares The Group-Wise Linked Surrenders As A % Of The Total Linked Premium And For The Industry As Well.

As can be seen from the graph, linked surrenders which was 14.68% of the total linked premium in the Year 2007 Reduced To **11.63%** In The Year 2008. The Group 1 Has Exceeded The Industry Average Of 11.63% In The Year 2008. Amongst The Companies, **4 Companies** Have Exceeded The Industry Average Of 11.63% In The Year 2008.

The Graph Below Shows The Group-Wise And For The Industry As Well, The Linked/Non-Linked Surrenders As % Of The Respective Linked/Non-Linked Mathematical Reserve(MR). As Can Be Seen From The Graph, The Linked/Non-Linked Surrenders For The Industry Which Was 12% & 2.13% In The Year 2006-07 Fell To 7.21% & 2.12% By The Year 2007-08.
Amongst The Groups, For Groups 1 & 3, The Linked Surrenders Which Were 13.17% & 7.94% In The Year 2006-07 Fell To 8.31% & 1.66% By The Year 2007-08 While For Group 2 The Linked Surrenders, Which Was 3.49% In The Year 2006-07 Grew To 4.51% By The Year 2007-08.

Amongst The Companies, 3 Companies Have Exceeded The Industry Average Of 7.21% On The Linked Count And 5 Companies Have Exceeded The Industry Average Of 2.12% On The Non-Linked Count.

### Lapses:

The Graphs Compares The Lapse Rate By Number & Premium Between Linked And Non-Linked Business.

A Unit Linked Policyholder May Lapse His Policy, If He Believes That The Charges Are Higher Or If The Value Of The Fund Has Substantially Changed (In Either Directions) Or Because Of His Inability To Pay The Premiums.

If The Policyholder Lapses The Policy During The Early Years, The Insurer May Not Have Recovered The Acquisition/Initial Expenses Which Have Been Amortized Over The Years.

As Can Be Seen From The Graphs, The Linked Lapse Rate By Number Which Was 17.8% In The Year 2004-05 Fell To 14.34% By The Year 2006-07. However, The Linked Lapse Rate (14.34%) By Number Is Much Higher Than The Non-Linked Lapse Rate (6.59%) In The Year 2006-07.

Also, The Linked Lapse Rate By Premium Which Was 4.89% In The Year 2004-05 Grew To 11.35% By The Year 2006-07. The Linked Lapse Rate (11.35%) By Premium Is Much Higher Than The Non-Linked Lapse Rate (5.63%) In The Year 2006-07.
Investment

As Stated Above, The Prospects/Policyholders May View The Unit Linked Product As An Investment Rather Than A Protection Product. When A Policyholder Takes Out A Unit Linked Policy He Pays A Premium. The Policyholder Can Either Pay The Premium Regularly Or By Way Of Single Premium. The Insurer Recovers Charges From This Premium And The Rest Is Available For Investment, Which Is Invested In The Funds As Per The Choice Made By The Policyholder At The Inception Of The Policy With A Flexibility To Switch Between The Funds As Per The Terms And Conditions Of That Particular Policy.

It Is Also Important To Note That The Insurance Sector Is The Largest Investor In The Indian Stock Market.

Most Insurers Offer A Wide Range Of Funds To Suit One’s Investment Objectives, Risk Profile And Time Horizons. Different Funds Have Different Risk Profiles. The Potential For Returns Also Varies From Fund
To Fund. The Following Are Some Of The Common Types Of Funds Available Along With An Indication Of Their Risk Characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General Description</th>
<th>Nature Of Investments</th>
<th>Risk Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Equity Funds</strong></td>
<td>Primarily Invested In Company Stocks With The General Aim Of Capital Appreciation</td>
<td>Medium To High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Income, Fixed Interest And Bond Funds</strong></td>
<td>Invested In Corporate Bonds, Government Securities And Other Fixed Income Instruments</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cash Funds</strong></td>
<td>Sometimes Known As Money Market Funds — Invested In Cash, Bank Deposits And Money Market Instruments</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Balanced Funds</strong></td>
<td>Combining Equity Investment With Fixed Interest Instruments</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Graphs Below Indicate Group-Wise Year On Year Progression Of Unit And Non-Unit Linked Fund Investments As A Percentage Of The Total Investments Of That Particular Year. As Can Be Seen From The Graphs, The Unit Linked Fund(Ulf) Of Group 1 Which Was 76.51% Of The Total Ulf Investment In The Year 2006 Grew To 84.3% In The Year 2008 While The Shares Of Groups 1 & 2 Which Were 18.33% & 5.16% Fell To 11.75% & 3.95% Respectively.

At The Same Time, The Traditional Fund(Tf) Of Group 1 Which Was 99.48% Of The Total Tf Investment In The Year 2006 Fell Marginally To 98.58% By The Year 2008 While The Shares Of Groups 1 & 2 Which Were 0.34% & 0.18% Grew To 0.89% & 0.53% Respectively.

The Unit Linked Fund Investment For The Entire Industry As A Percentage Of The Total Investment Which Was Only 1.76% In 2005 Grew To 18.39% In The Year 2008, Which Clearly Indicates The Growing Popularity Of The Unit Linked Business.
The Graph Below Shows The Comparison Of AI (Approved Investments) & OTAI (Other Than Approved Investments) For The Industry Between Traditional & ULIP Fund Investments. The AI For The Industry As A Percentage Of The Total Linked Investments Which Was 89.43% In The Year 2005 Fell To 85.89% By The Year 2007.

At The Same Time, The AI For The Industry As A Percentage Of The Total Non-Linked Investments Which 93.73% In The Year 2005 Grew To 94.41% By The Year 2007.

As Per The Regulations, The Investments Under OTAI Shall Not Exceed 25% Of The Total Investments Of The ULIP Fund Investment.

Amongst The Companies, No Company Has Exceeded The Stipulated Limit (25%). The Highest Exposure To OTAI Of Any Company Is 19.74% With One Of The Companies Having A Least Exposure Of 5.68% To OTAI.
The Graph Below Shows The Mapping Of Assets Held To Cover The Linked Liabilities. In The Current Year 2008, The Assets Exceeded The Liabilities By 2%.
**Equities:**

As Discussed Above, A Policyholder Can Choose The Funds In Which His Premiums Are To Be Invested. Most Of The Policyholders Would Generally Wish To Have Large Proportion Of Their Premiums (Even 100%) To Be Invested In Equity Markets, In Pursuit Of Higher Expected Returns. As A Matter Of Fact As Much As **64.01%** Of The Total ULIP Funds Are Invested In The Equities In The Year 2008.

The Life Insurance Industry Is The Largest Investor In The Indian Stock Market. The Net Investment By The Life Insurance Companies In The Equity Markets During The Year 2007-08 Was Rs.55,000 Crores Against An Investment Of Rs.53,400 Crores By The FIs. The Investment By The Mutual Funds During The Same Period Was Estimated At Rs.16,300 Crores. The Life Insurance Companies Have Already Invested 25000 Crores Upto July'2008.

It Is Also Important To Note That In The Current Situation Where The Stock Market Has Fallen By More Than 50%, This Fall May Not Only Effect The Sales Of Ulips But Also The FMC, Which Is The Main Source Of Revenue To The Insurer. As Mentioned Above, 64.01% Of The ULIP Funds Are Invested In Equities, Which May Mean That Any Sharp Fall In The Equity Markets May Well Reduce The Income From The FMC Earned On The Underlying Assets To The Insurer. Even Though The Regulations Do Permit The Insurer To Increase The FMC, There Is A Maximum Level At Which Such Increase Can Be Capped. Thus, The Volatility Of The Stock Markets Also Leads To Considerable Volatility Of The Premium(Reduced Sales) And The FMC.

The Graph Below Makes A Comparison Of The Equity Exposure Under The Linked And Non-Linked Investments For Industry For The Year 2008. As Can Be Seen From The Graph The Equity Exposure Under Linked Side Which Was **28.85%** Grew Substantially To **64.01%** Of The Total Linked Investments. At The Same Time, The Equity Exposure Under Non-Linked Side Which Was **14.40%** Fell To **11.26%** Of The Total Non-Linked Investments. Amongst The Companies, 9 Companies Have Exceeded The Industry Average Of 64.01% On The Linked Count And 5 Companies Have Exceeded The Industry Average Of 11.26% On The Non-Linked Count.
The Graph Below Makes A Comparison Of The Equity Exposure Under The Non-Linked Side Across The Groups For The Year 2008. As Can Be Seen From The Graph, The Equity Exposure Of Group 1 Has Exceeded The Industry Average Of 11.26%.

The Graph Below Makes A Comparison Of The Equity Exposure Under The Linked Side Across The Groups For The Year 2008. As Can Be Seen From The Graph, The Equity Exposure Of Group 1 Has Exceeded The Industry Average Of 64.01% While The Exposure Of Group 3 Is Very Close To The Industry Average.
Equity exposure as a % of the total linked investments in the year 2008

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group 1</td>
<td>65.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 2</td>
<td>56.34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 3</td>
<td>63.70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry</td>
<td>64.01%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Share of each group in the equity investments of the total ULF/TF of the respective group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Linked %</th>
<th>Non-Linked %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group 1</td>
<td>85.73%</td>
<td>99.31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 2</td>
<td>10.34%</td>
<td>0.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 3</td>
<td>3.93%</td>
<td>0.43%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mathematical Reserves:

As Per The Regulations Unit Reserves Are To Be Calculated In Respect Of The Units Allocated To The Policies In Force At The Valuation Date Using The Unit Values At The Valuation Date.

The Graph Below Shows The Progression Of The Total Linked MR Across The Groups. As Can Be Seen From The Graph, Group 1 Is The Major Contributor To The Total Linked MR.

The Shares Of Group 1 & 2 Which Were 84.59% & 11.61% Of The Total Linked MR In The Year 2006 Fell To 79.4% & 9.66% In The Year 2008 While The Share Of Groups 3 Which Was Only 3.81% % In The Year 2006 Grew To 10.94% By The Year 2008.
Amongst The Companies, In Case Of 16 Companies , The Linked Reserve Takes The Major Portion Of The Total MR.

![Graph showing progression of linked reserve as % of total linked MR](image)

The Graph Below Shows The Progression Of The Total Non-Linked MR Across The Groups. As Can Be Seen From The Graph, Group 1 Is The Major Contributor To The Total Non-Linked MR.

The Shares Of Group 1 Which Was 99.55% Of The Total Linked MR In The Year 2006 Fell Marginally To 99.20% By The Year 2008 While The Shares Of Groups 2 & 3 Which Were 0.28% & 0.17% % In The Year 2006 Grew Marginally To 0.51% & 0.29% By The Year 2008.

Amongst The Companies, In Case Of 2 Companies , The Non-Linked Reserve Takes The Major Portion Of The Total MR.

![Graph showing progression of non-linked reserve as % of total non-linked MR](image)
As Can Be Seen From The Graph Below, Linked Mathematical Reserve As % Of The Total Reserve Is Increasing Year On Year. The Linked Reserve For The Industry Which Was 6.72% In The Year 2006 Grew To 21.99% By The Year 2008. At The Same Time, The Non-Linked Reserve For The Industry Which Was 93.28% In The Year 2006 Fell To 78.01% In The Year 2008.

**Guarantees:**
The Stock Markets Which Are Witnessing A Severe Fall During The Last Few Months Also Resulted In Wealth Erosion On The ULIP Policies Particularly On The Funds Which Have Large Exposure To Equity. The ULIP Policies Have Traditionally Offered Higher Returns To A Policyholder In Booming Stock Markets. However, In The Prevailing Situation The Policyholder Is At The Receiving End As The Investment Risk Under A ULIP Is Typically Borne By Him. To Draw A Comparison, Even Mutual Funds Are Also Feeling The Heat Perhaps More Than Ulips.

The Financial Market Uncertainties May Push Investors Away From The Tailor Made ULIP Products Where The Entire Risk Is Borne By The Policyholder. This Has Shifted The Focus To ULIP Products That Offer Guarantees As The Customer Has Began To Look At Security And Guarantees Under Ulips Policies As Well. The Investors Now Intend To Have Both The Exposure To Growth Assets As Well As Downside Protections Ie, A Minimum Guarantee. In India There Are About 11 Companies Offering Guaranteed UL Products And The Sale Of These Policies Are Not As Aggressive As It Should Be. The Guaranteed UL Policies Partly Shifts The Risk To The Insurer Also. The Following Are The Guarantees That Are Typically Being Offered By The Indian Insurers:

- Investment Return Of X% Per Annum On The End Fund Payable At Maturity Or
- Capital Guarantee
- A Guaranteed % Of The FYP At Maturity Etc.,

The Graph Below Shows Unit Linked Guaranteed(ULG) Products As A Percentage Of The Total Linked Products In The Respective Group. **The Proportion Of The ULG Products For The Industry Is**
17.3%. Amongst The Companies, 3 Companies Have Exceeded The Industry Average Of 17.3% And Have A Guaranteed Linked Products Of More Than 30%.

The Graph Below Shows The Guaranteed Linked Mathematical Reserve (GLMR) As A Proportion Of The Total Linked Mathematical Reserve (TLMR) In The Respective Group. The GLMR Constitutes 3.60% Of The TLMR For The Industry. Amongst The Companies, 2 Companies Have A GLMR Of More Than 30% Of Their TLMR With One Of The Companies Having A GLMR Of 83.33%.

As Per The Graph Below, Group 1 Assumes Maximum Share (43.76%) In The Total GLMR.
The Graph Below Compares The Equity Exposure (As % Of The Total Unit Linked Fund Investment Of The Respective Group) And The GLMR (As A Percentage Of TLMR Of The Respective Group). As Can Be Seen From The Graph Group 3, Which Has The Highest Proportion Of GLMR Of 51.21%, Has An Equity Exposure Of 63.70% And This May Make Group 3 Vulnerable To The Fall In Equity Market.

We Have, To Examine Effect Of The Above, Analysed The Performance Of All The Funds Of 4 Companies Which Have An Equity Exposure Of 10% & Above For The Period Between 01/07/2008 And 25/10/2008 And Which Have Guaranteed Products In Their Portfolio. All The Funds Of These Companies Have Shown A Negative Growth During This Period Which Is Normally Not Expected For The Companies Which Has GLMR.

We Have However Observed That For These Companies, The Guarantees Mostly Will Only Apply At Original Maturity Date Selected By The Client Which May Significantly Reduce The Risk.

Amongst The Companies, Only 2 Companies Have GLMR (As Percentage Of The Respective TLMR) Of More Than 30% And All Other Companies Have A GLMR Of Less Than 5% Of Respective TLMR.
It May Not Be Out Of Context To Produce A Graph, Which Shows The Weighted Average Solvency Ratio Of Each Group & The Industry As Well Where The Weights Are The Policyholders Funds In Order To Understand Whether The Insurers Are Financially Sound & Capable To Meet The Existing Liabilities Of The Policies In Their Respective Books.

As Can Be Seen From The Above Graph, The Solvency Ratio Of Groups 2 & 3 Have Exceeded The Industry Average Of 1.61 While Group 1 Is Slightly Below The Industry Average.

Amongst The Companies, All The Companies Have A Solvency Ratio Of More Than The Stipulated Ratio Of 1.5 As Per Regulations With 14 Companies Having A Solvency Ratio Of More Than 2.

**Guarantees (International Scenario):** The Guaranteed Unit Linked Products Have Been A Huge Success In US, UK, Japan, Korea, Italy, Ireland. Adding Guarantees Has Become Common In Developed Markets In North America, Japan & Europe. Basically, There Are Three Types Of Adding The Guarantees To The ULIP Products Which Are In Existence In The Above Markets And These Are Explained As Under:

**Traditional/Conservative Funds:** In This Type Of Products, The Customer Will Not Have The Investment Flexibility And Only Has A Limited Fund Choice And Hence Minimum Investment Risk Is Borne By The Customer. This Can Give Unsatisfactory Results In Certain Market Conditions And Also Has A Limited Upside Fund Movement.

**Structured Funds:** These Products Offer A Link To A Financial Instrument, Typically An Index Or A Basket Of Equity Stocks, Over A Fixed Period The Return Is Linked To The Financial Instrument, Usually Being Capped At A Certain Level, But With A Guaranteed Platform, For Example 105% Of The Original Investment The Underlying Structure Combines An Option Related To The Index And Fixed Interest Stocks To Provide The Guaranteed Return At Maturity The Products Do Offer Clients Security But Typically With Restricted Surrender Options, A Fixed End Date (Limited Entry) And No Investment Flexibility.
Variable Annuities: A Variable Type Of Annuity Stipulates A Fixed Periodic Payment To The Annuity Holder Beginning Immediately Or At Some Point In Future. The ‘Variable’ Portion Of The Annuity Exists Due To The Investments That Are Made As Per The Choice Of The Investor For Ex: In Stocks, Bonds Tec., These Products Provides The Customer With The Combination Of Upside Exposure In The Fund And Downside Protection. These Products Also Offer A Variety Of Additional Guarantees, Effectively As Riders To The Existing Contract, Paid For By An Additional Management Charge One Or More Guarantee May Be Offered From A Client-Selected “Menu” The Same Or Similar Funds May Be Offered In The VA Product As On Existing UL, Or It Could Be Index-Based Products Are Long Term And Offer Multiple Payment Possibilities. These Type Of Annuities Have Dominated US, Europe, Even Parts Of Asian Markets.

There Are Broadly Four Types Of Guarantees That Are Available On VA Products

- Guaranteed Minimum Death Benefit (GMDB)
- Guaranteed Minimum Accumulation Benefit (GMAB)
- Guaranteed Minimum Income Benefit (GMIB)
- Guaranteed Minimum Withdrawal Benefit (GMWB)

The Above Guarantees Can Be Offered On A Stand-Alone Basis Or Combinations, And On A ‘Menu’ Basis For The Client. There Are About 40 Such Products In America. In UK The VA Product Has Started In The Year 2005 And Is Now Flooded With Such Products. A Brief Description Of The Above Guarantees Is As Under

GMDB: This Involves An Additional Payment To The Beneficiary Equal To The Difference Between The Guaranteed Value Of The Fund And The Market Value Of The Fund That Is Originally Payable. This Guarantee Gives Asset Protection On Death.

GMAB: This Involves An Additional Payment In The Form Of A Top Up To The Beneficiary On A Specific Date Or After A Specified Waiting Period If The Market Value Of The Fund Is Lower Than A Pre-Determined Guarantee Level. This Payment Is Equal To The Difference Between The Guarantee Value Of The Fund And The Market Value Of The Fund That Is Originally Payable. This Guarantee Gives Asset Protection On Market Decrease.

GMIB: This Involves A Guarantee To The Policy Holder That A Minimum Income Stream On The Vesting Of The Annuity Regardless Of How Well Their Fund As Performed And The Annuity Rates Prevailing At That Time. This Guarantee Gives Protection Against Under Performing Assets.

GMWB: This Involves A Guarantee To The Policy Holder That They Will Not Outlive Their Assets Regardless Of Market Performance. The Policy Holder Continues To Receive The Payments Even After The Market Value Of The Fund Falls To Zero. There Is No Requirement To Annuitize Thus Surrender Option And Death Benefit To Beneficiary Remains. This Guarantee Gives Protection Against Under Performing Assets.

Pricing Of The Guarantees: The Pricing As Well As Managing & Reserving For These Guarantees Is Highly Complex And Intensive. The Premium Differs By The Type Of Guarantee, Type Of Fund, Level Of Guarantee Etc. It Is Helpful To Start With An Acceptable Premium Range And Then Develop The
Guarantee. However To Determine A Proper Market Price To Charge The Client There Can Be A Large Risk Exposure To The Insurer.

**Risks Under Guaranteed Products:** There Are Certain Risks Involved In Pricing The Guarantees. Some Of Them Are

- **Financial Risk:** This Is The Risk That The Fund Value Might Be Lower Than The Investment Guarantee And The Difference To Be Met By The Insurer. This Is The Main Risk For Pricing The Guarantees.
- **Mis-Pricing Risk:** This Is The Risk That The Guarantee Provided Might Not Be Adequate.
- **Policy Holder Behaviour Risk:** The Insurer Might Have Priced The Product Based On Some Assumptions About The Policyholders Behaviour In Different Market Scenarios. This Is The Risk That Such Assumptions Are Proved To Be Wrong/Not Conservative Enough, Thereby Exposing The Insurer To Risk.
- **Actuarial Risks:** These Are The Risks Relating To Mortality, Longevity, Expenses Etc Assumptions Going Wrong Or The Model Used May Not Be Appropriate.
- **Capital Market Risks**

**Risk Mitigation Process:** Some Of The Ways In Which The Above Risks Can Be Mitigated.

- Basically All The Above Risks Can Be Mitigated By Smart Product Design.
- Use Of Reinsurance
- Purchasing Options From Investments Banks
- Setting A Side An Additional Reserve For Guarantees
- Sophisticated Internal Asset Management So As To Manage The Portfolios Effectively
- Trained Marketing Personnel
- Dynamic Hedging

Dynamic Hedging Is An Approach Where In Addition To The Usual Funds Associated With A Unit Linked Contract, A Hedge Portfolio Is Purchased And Actively Managed In Such A Way That All Shortfalls Arising From An Investment Guarantee Can Be Financed By This Portfolio Under All Possible Financial Market Situations.

The Current Best Approach For Valuing ULG Products Is To Use Stochastic Simulation:

- Produce A Sufficiently Large Set Of Market-Consistent Scenarios Describing All Relevant Market Parameters.
- Determine The Cost Of The Option For Each Scenario.
- The (Potentially Weighted) Average Value Over All Scenarios Is Then An Estimation For The Value Of The Option.

**Guarantees (Indian Scenario):** In India, There Is A Compulsory Minimum Guaranteed Death Benefit, Which Is Largely Taken Care By The Mortality Expenses Charged For The Death Cover. Other Guarantees Available In India Are Discussed Above. These Guarantees Are Being Usually Priced Either Implicitly By Way Loading In The Expense Charges Or Explicitly With The Cost Of Guarantee Being Modeled Stochastically.

The Calculation Of Guaranteed Reserves Either Involves An Explicit Provision To Meet The Cost Of Guarantee Or The Cost Of Guarantee Considered As X% Per Assets Per Annum. The Insurer Usually
Arrive At This Percentage After Extensive Stochastic Testing Of The Business (Surprisingly There Are Insurers Who Are Modeling The Guarantees Deterministically). For The Products Which Have Maturity Guarantees, Investment Risk Is Explicitly Modeled And A Special Reserve (Which Is Held Back To Meet The Cost Of Guarantee Till The Maturity) Is Maintained To Cover The Maturity Guarantee A Stochastic Model Based On Real World Assumptions Is Used For Asset-Liability Matching Exercise. As Stated Above, The Guaranteed ULIP Products Are Not So Aggressive In India And GLMR Constitutes Only 3.60% Of The TLMR.

**Road Ahead:**

**Pre-Global Financial Crisis:**

**World Scenario:** The Insurance Sector Through Out The World Registered A Good Growth And As Can Be Seen From The Graph Almost All The Regions Exceeded The World Average Of 5%.

At The Same Time, Indian Insurance Business Grew At 13% (Adjusted Fro Inflation)

**Ulips Front:** UK Which Is The Most Developed Unit Linked Market In Europe, The Demand For Unit Linked Product Remained Strong And The Growth Was Mainly Driven By Individual Pension Market And Offshore Bonds Which Attracted Growing Interest From Wealthy Customers.

French Unit Linked Business However Declined By 1% In 2007. In Italy Unit Linked Premium Registered Growth In An Overall Declining Individual Life Insurance Market. Similarly Irish International Market Also Registered A Strong Growth. Germany, Brazil, Switzerland, Hungary, Poland, Spain Have Also Registered Growth In Unit Linked Business.

**Post Global Financial Crisis:**


The On-Going Financial Crisis May Also Negatively Effect The Profitability Of The Providers Of The Variable Annuity Products As The Fall In The Equity Prices May Significantly Reduce The Future, Which Is Based On The Fund Values. The Same May Be The Case For Traditional Unit Linked Products.

The Challenges Being Faced By The Life Sector From A Slowing Economy And Continuing Volatility In The Financial Markets Are Likely To Last For Some Time. Profitability, Therefore Will Continue To Be Negatively Effected Due To The Pressures From The Declining Sales, Lower Investment Returns, Lower FMC From Unit-Linked Business, Higher Hedging Cost Of Guarantees And Possible High Surrenders On Some Products.

Indian Scenario: In India, Unit Linked Business Is Well Regulated As Under

- Through Unit Linked Guidelines, Which Aim At Provision Of Fair Insurance Coverage, Disclosures To Facilitate Informed Decisions By The Policyholders As The Investment Risks Are Borne By Them And Preserving Long Term Nature Of The Insurance Products.
- Benefit Illustrations, To Be Demonstrated To The Policyholder/Prospect, Which Aims At Providing All Relevant Information Regarding The Amounts Deducted Towards Various Charges So That The Policyholder/Prospect Can Take An Informed Decision.
- Through Investments Regulations For Ex: Restricting The Investments In Other Than Approved Securities To A Maximum Of 25%, Restriction The Concentration In One Particular Sector To 10%

For A Unit Linked Product To Continue To Be Successful, Insurers Must Ensure That They Make It Easy For The Policyholder/Prospect To Access The Information Relevant To Their Investment Decisions And Which Enables Them To Make Comparisons With The Other Providers. The Sales Literature Must Disclose All The Key Elements Which Are Essential To Enable The Policyholder/Prospect To Make Effective And Informed Choices.

It Is Also Important To Note That The Level Of Information/Disclosure Should Match The Customer Needs. At The Same Time, An Overload Of Information May Prevent Consumers From Making An Appropriate Assessment Of A Product And Therefore Just Adding Additional Disclosures May Not Be The Solution. Thus, Under A Unit Linked Policy The Disclosures Should Give The Customers Confidence That Their Funds Are Managed Fairly In Line With Their Expectations So That They Can Take Effective And Informed Decisions.

The Big Question Now Is Whether The India Insurance Industry Can With Stand The Current Challenges And Sustain The Growth In Life Insurance Business In General And Unit Linked Business, In Particular?.
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The Answer To The Above Question Should Be **Yes**, If The Insurers Come Out With More Innovative Products, Make Proper And Thorough Disclosures To Both Policyholders And The Regulators, Continue To Manage Their Investment More Effectively, Have A Minimum Level Of Conventional Business In Their Portfolio, Continue To Address The Above Discussed Critical Areas More Effectively.
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